Roc Oil
Drills into its business and scales with Replicon

Outgrowing its legacy solution
Previously, ROC used a system that was installed on the company’s servers
for its staff to enter time worked on projects and submit time off requests. As
the company expanded and employed a more distributed workforce across
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many users became increasingly frustrated at the time tracking process, which
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low up with employees about their hours worked for the previous month.
“We’d outgrown our prior system, which struggled to handle the increasing
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resulted in further delays in assessing labor costs, as payroll would need to fol-
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volumes of data being entered in the application,” said Litvinov. “Being in the
oil and gas industry, our projects can continue for many, many years, yet it’s
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important for us to drill down into this information and break down our monthly
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everyone to use, and could take on the complexities of multiple projects, cur-

system housed on corporate server
•• Lack of automatic notifications meant
additional administrative burden in
chasing employees for hours worked
at end of month
•• More scalable system needed to

costs. We needed a more intuitive and automated system that was easy for
rencies and geographies spanning long periods of time.”

Meeting a 100-point criteria and enabling greater strategic focus
Litvinov and his team conducted an extensive evaluation of other systems in
the market before deciding on Replicon. ROC selected Replicon’s solutions
in client billing and time off to centralize and simplify how the company

support multiple projects and mul-

managed its workforce and tracked the time worked against its various oil

tiple currencies

and gas projects.

•• Limited reporting capabilities to

“We had a very comprehensive, 100 point criteria, which we had broken
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down into four categories, including cost, support, functionality and usabil-

venture costs

ity. Replicon met all of our requirements,” said Litvinov. “After the challenges

•• Inability to customize system to include
in-country regulations and requirements

involved with our old system, we were impressed with Replicon’s cloudbased
solution and felt confident that it could scale as our business continued to
adapt and expand.”
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The implementation process took only six weeks from the initial
evaluation. An internal document was developed so that employees
knew how to use the system, however very minimal training was
conducted as the system proved to be very intuitive for all users.
A key driver for ROC in choosing Replicon was its configurability to
the requirements of multiple markets – including specific workforce and business regulations. For example, ROC was able to
easily add national holiday schedules to the system to prevent
employees from entering time on mandated days off, while a comments section next to each time entry provides ROC with further
insights into how people are working on specific projects. A deep
level of time tracking was required to capture in-country versus

Results
•• Cloud-based system to centrally capture and access
employee time off and hours worked against projects
•• Fast time to implementation – six weeks from initial evaluation
•• Highly intuitive system with minimal training required to the
end user
•• Automatic notifications to accelerate month-end billing
cycles
•• Highly configurable system to address in-country project
audit requirements and workforce regulations

out of country work, as there are certain tax breaks that apply

•• Real-time visibility into employee time worked across projects

when work is conducted across different markets. Replicon also

•• Immediate, custom reports to assess labor costs

needed to cater to tracking time that people worked in different
currencies, which would then be adjusted to a single currency
when it came to reporting costs and sending invoices to the client.
Furthermore, in countries where ROC operates as a foreign oil and
gas company, it is compulsory for ROC to report on manpower
allocation between joint venture projects and is subject to govern-

•• Ability to track hours worked in multiple currencies according to employee billing rates, and convert into single currency invoice for client
•• Scalable solution to support future project and business
growth

ment and joint venture audits. Having a system that could easily
and accurately capture hours worked is a critical part of securing
joint venture projects and conducting operations in-country. “The
oil and gas industry is extremely competitive and the breadth
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Replicon, the Time Intelligence company, has over 20

said Litvinov. “Having all of the data at our fingertips minimized
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the back-and-forth we had between our accounting and payroll
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operational productivity, performance, and profitability.

Delivering high configurability and functionality in
an ever-changing industry
According to Litvinov, the feedback from its users has been overly
positive. Whereas previously employees would complain about
issues in accessing, submitting and approving their time, today
there are no major issues and people can use Replicon on-the-go.
Meanwhile, payroll receives automatic notifications from Replicon
should there be any delays in month-end time entries, making the
billing and reporting process much smoother.
“Entering time against projects should be straightforward, and
since we’ve deployed Replicon, we haven’t received any major
complaints from any of our staff on the system,” said Litvinov.

Replicon’s Time Intelligence Platform offers solutions for
global time and gross pay compliance, enterprise time
management for ERP, business operations software for
professional services, and an SDK for continued development - expanding the company’s award-winning portfolio
of cloud-based products, including complete solution sets
for client billing, project costing, and time and attendance.
Replicon supports thousands of customers across 70 countries, with over 400 employees around the globe including
the United States, Canada, India, Australia, and the United
Kingdom.

Want to try it for your business?
Get your free trial now. Free one-on-one

“What attracted us to Replicon was its high
degree of configurability to how we wanted to

support is available throughout the trial:
www.replicon.com/free-trial or contact us.

see the information, when we wanted to access

Contact Us

it, and what actions we could take upon review-

sales@replicon.com

ing the time and project data. Replicon has

North America: 1 877 762 2519

helped us be more efficient in how we close out

Outside North America: +800 7622 5192

each month and complete our billing cycles.”
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